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Relax, and let the creativity flow through you. Whether a skilled artist or an everyday dabbler of

drawings and doodles, fans of all ages will enjoy these stunning pen-and-ink illustrations of beautiful

landscapes, elaborate patterns, and memorable characters from Disney's hit animated feature film

Frozen. The lovely packaging includes a board cover with double metallic foil stamping.
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Attached to this review will be a silent flip-through of the entire coloring book so you can make an

informed decision as to whether or not it will work for you.Rather than discuss how this is like or

different from the movie, I will discuss only how I feel about it as an adult coloring book.This is a

really lovely book of the Frozen characters. Most prominent are Elsa and Anna of the characters

portrayed, though Olaf makes his appearance pretty often, too. There are also lots of snowflakes

which makes it perfect for me as we head into the winter season. The book contains a number of

silhouette designs. I've had a weakness for those since the iconic Barbie silhouette of the past, so I

will really enjoy coloring those. There are just so many designs in this book, I can have fun playing

with color on the repeating patterns and then be a little more serious in coloring the character

studies.The book has a nice heavyweight cardboard cover (front and back) which makes for a great

solid surface to color on. The designs are printed on both sides of the page and the paper is not

perforated. The binding is sewn rather than glued, so removing it takes only a few snips with a small



scissor on a few pages.There are 25 designs which span across 2 pages. All but 2 of these are

wallpaper designs of repeating images or mirror imagine mandala-type designs. The other 2 (mirror

imagine silhouette Elsa and a picture of Else and Anna with snowflakes around)do not line up well in

my book and have some design lost in the binding but they are easily treated as four single-sided

designs, so that is how I will color them. There are an additional 73 designs which are 1 page

designs. Of those, 39 are repeating wallpaper pattern designs. There are a number of designs

which are pretty but I cannot figure out how they relate to the Frozen characters. Many of the

wallpaper style designs have elements that are easy to relate, so it should be a lot of fun to color

them.All of my markers bleed-through on this paper thought my Staedler triplus fineliners fared the

best with more of a shadow image on the back of the page. I could still identify the color, so it

merely bled less than the others. My gel pens worked fine and my coloring pencils worked fantastic

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ very smooth and creamy on this paper.

Love this book , printed on the best paper but the pictures are on both sides of the paper

I adore all things Disney and Frozen so I REALLY tried to love this coloring book but in the end I

gave it to my 6 year old. There are too many "filler" pages-lots of repetitive patterns which is fine for

a few pages but I estimate that it's 75% of the book and what is left is disappointing to say the least.

I was looking forward to coloring more "adult" like character scenes but this book just didn't have it.

Very good and sturdy coloring book. Some of the images are already colored in with black which I

feel does take away from the book a little bit, but there is still plenty to keep you occupied for many

hours!

Read the other reviews on this book and I was sold, this was my very first Adult coloring book and it

was well worth every penny. I also got one for my 6 year old because I knew once mommy had one

she was going to need one. Easy enough for her to color and complicated enough I don't get to

frustrated or feel like I am coloring in a children's book. I want to thank the person who posted the

pictures from the book they helped my decision. The fact that this is hard cover is also a HUGE plus

because sometimes I fall asleep coloring and the pages do not get all bent. Gel pens do not bleed

through the pages either so if your considering this for your collection and you use different

mediums I would recommend this. I haven't tried sharpies and I don't think I will I think they will go

through but the gel pens don't so your not wasting pages. Great value great book great pictures



!!!!!!!

What a fun book to add to your coloring colelction! This wood book is looking more like a book than

normal coloring books. It's got a lot of neat pages to color that aren't in the movie. There is detailed

pages and fun pages for beginning colorists. I highly recommend this book for a gift for christmas for

your anna and elsa fans everywhere!

Its pretty. Lots of repetition and snowflakes. A few characters. A couple silohettes. I do not care for

the repeating royal design page fillers, but the other pages make up for it. Frozen fans will love this.

This is a beautiful hardbound book. Because of its' construction, though, it's going to be very difficult

to color the pages. It doesn't lay flat enough. It may just be something I have as a keepsake rather

than for coloring. If you are a Frozen fan, you may want to consider this as a part of your

library.Contains 100 images. Images are on both sides of the page, so be careful what kind of

medium you use.
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